....."Self-tanners have
........come a long way from
the streaky, orangey
messes they once were,"
says St. Tropez skinfinishing expert Sophie
Evans. A gradual-bronze
lotion, like (9) Suave
Professionals Visible
Glow self-tanning
body lotion ($9; at mass
retailers), is great for
beginners or anyone who
wants to build a tan over
a few days. For quicker
results, opt for a rapidrelease mousse, which
can leave you a full shade
darker in about an hour.
Try (10) Karora Express
bronzing mousse ($40;
ulta.com). Bronzing oils
with DHA, like (11) St.

Tropez SelfTan Luxe
Dry oil ($50; sephora
.com), give you instant
sheen and color that
shows up eight hours
later. Can't commit?
Temporary bronzers
offer immediate color
that washes off. A good
one: (12) Xen-Tan
Flawless Logic ($32;
nordstrom.com). Blend
self-tanners using a light
circular motion with
your palm, says Karora
founder Karen Brown,
as fingers tend to create
stripes. And be generous:
"Skin can absorb only a
certain amount, so you
can never apply too much
tanner," adds Evans.
"When not enough is
used, you pull at the
skin, causing streaks and
unevenness." •
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.....While there's
........still no cure for
cellulite (perhaps
the geniuses in
Silicon Valley will get
around to it one of
these days), you can
reduce its appearance

with creams that
contain caffeineittemporarily
dehydrates fat cells,
so skin seems firmerand peptides, which
stimulate collagen and
elastin. Find both in
Wilma Schumann Body
Contouring serum
($60; wilmaschumann
.com). Deep-tissue
massage can also
remedy a cellulite
situation: "Improved
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circulation helps
break up dimples and
puckering," explains
Paul J arrod Frank,
MD, director of Fifth
Avenue Dermatology
Surgery & Laser Center
in New York City. Try
a rolling pin (yep, the
baking kind) or a body
brush with rounded
nubs; firmly run your
weapon ofchoice up
and down trouble spots
20 times once a day.

Call it mission slim-possible: A new generation of
noninvasive in-office treatments zap excess pockets of
fat. While they're on the pricey side, they do the job and
results can last for years. dermatologists report, as
long as you eat a balanced diet and exercise regularly. A
look at three of the most popular ones:
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